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THANK YOU

First of all I wanna thank my producer Marcel for being the sweetest human being on this planet and for giving
me the time and space to create this record the way I wanted it to sound which took almost half a year. Also for
letting me stay at your studio/house every time I was there to record. Thanks for your patience, the creative
support and the conversations and most of all for your amazing work and all the hours you put in to make this
record sound the way it does now. Thank you, Marc (aka Muggy B) for laying down the smoothest and funkiest
guitars anyone could ever wish for and also all the pictures you took for different cover artworks etc.
Iʼd also like to thank Ole and the Tonstudio Tessmar in Hannover for letting me join the mixing process, you did
a beautiful job and really got out the best of each song! I had a wonderful time there recording all the extra parts
for the record and also thanks to you and Sarah for letting me stay at your place every time I was there! Iʼd also
like to say thanks to Robin Schmidt at 24-96 Mastering in Karlsruhe for making the EP sound so whole and
complete in the end.
Now coming to the people who brought me here: The biggest thank you obviously goes out to my beautiful
parents. Mom & Dad, I love you, thanks for fully supporting me in everything I do since day one and for always
being there for me. I know Iʼm not the easiest person to deal with at times when Iʼm very stressed or working,
but I would be nowhere near from where I am today without you! Iʼd also like to thank my friends and family, who
are my biggest critics but also my biggest fans and have my back through all of this. Love you guys and thanks
for keeping me smiling all the time! Iʼm also incredibly thankful for my crew in Achim/Bremen: Marcel, Marc,
Patrick, Micha, Konsti, Franzi, Nicole, Annika, Luisa, Ole, Jim, you guys are literally the sweetest and most caring
people I know and your friendship changed a lot in my life since I first met you all at the end of last year! This
also includes Eddie and Rudi as well as Anke and Stefan (Marcelʼs and Marcʼs parents) for always being so lovely
and welcoming while I got to stay over at your houses, thanks for that and for letting us produce music in your
basements and living rooms. A big thank you also goes out to all the people who helped make this record what
it is now. To all the musicians, Paul, Stephan, Claudius, Tobi, Josh, Will and Luisa, thanks for your wonderful work!
Additional thanks to my distributors at iGrooveNext in Switzerland, Moris, Fabian etc., to Thorsten for the
juridical support and to my lovely vocal coach Simin Tander, who helped me shape my voice and improved my
sound and technique a lot since I started working with her last year. Thank you to all photographers for the
beautiful pictures you see in here and on my social media, Simon, Marc, Konsti, Lucca & Luisa. An enormous
thank you goes out to you, Cali for this beautiful cover and booklet artwork, thanks for all the hours you put in
making it look so amazing! Thank you, Konsti for your management and marketing support and all the deep talks
about music. The Cologne crew, my lovely neighbors Alice, Emma & Hannah and for sure the Morio (where I
wrote a lot of the lyrics btw) with Tim, Nico, Elli, Martin, Perid, Werner, Lu, Andrea and Denise...thanks for bearing
with your most annoying regular and being so wonderful to me since I first moved here last year, Iʼm always
having the best time with you guys! Thanks to the DB for making all this traveling possible (most of the time)
and also to all the people, who more or less unintentionally inspired me to write these songs.
And last but definitely not least Iʼd like to thank the man who happened to change my life with one very
meaningful decision last year. Chris Martin (but also Jonny, Guy and Will), thank you for giving me this amazing
opportunity on that day and for everything that happened and still happens to me since then. This journey is
beyond incredible and I feel so very lucky and happy to get to do what I love every day. Thanks for spreading
so much positivity and being such wonderful human beings.
Thatʼs it fromme. Thank YOU reading this for getting the EP, I hope you enjoy it, have a wonderful day wherever you are!
Much love
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